**Eastfields Estate – online responses**

Q1. Should all homes on the Eastfields Estate be redeveloped?
Option 1: Demolish and redevelop the entire Eastfields Estate.

Q2. What size of homes should be provided?
Option 1: you agree with a mix of different sizes of homes as set out above

Q3. What type of homes should be provided?
Option 2: A wide range of homes including a mix of houses, flats and maisonettes

Q4. How should building heights be distributed across the estate?
Some taller buildings evenly spread across the estate in general, amongst mainly lower buildings.

Q5. Are there any other issues or options we should consider regarding new homes?
No response

Q6. What type of outdoor spaces would you prefer to see within the estate?
2. Provide a single public open space for everyone to enjoy - This would be open to the general public. Communal gardens for groups of flats would remain, but may have to be significantly smaller to accommodate land for public open space

Q7. What types of play areas and open spaces would you prefer to see?
Communal gardens such as areas with planting and seating suitable for picnicking and where ball games might be prohibited

Q8. What do you think is important in deciding the layout of buildings, spaces and streets on the estate?
Making easy connections within the estate and to the surrounding area

Q9. Are there any other issues or options we should consider regarding open spaces and streets?
No response

Q10. How should greater use of public transport be encouraged?
Provide better bus facilities, for example, increased bus stops and bus frequencies, improved bus stops travel information

Q11. Walking and cycling are healthy lifestyle choices. How can we support this?
Provide well-connected, attractive and safe cycle routes and footpaths

Q12. How should parking be managed?
Introduce parking controls

Q13. Are there any other issues or options we should consider regarding transport?
No response

Q14. Should new community facilities be provided within the estate?
No, the existing local community facilities on the estate and nearby are enough

Q15. How could refurbishment or regeneration support existing and new employment?
Provision of space for businesses on or near the estate

Q16. Are there any other issues or options we should consider regarding social and economic opportunities?
No response

Other comments:
No response
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